Labour Market
Report 2021:
A User Guide

Introduction
The Labour Market report provides an assessment of West Yorkshire’s skills needs based on a
detailed analysis of the supply and demand of skills in the area. It examines the strengths and
weaknesses of the local labour market, including structural factors which may continue to impact
the region in the future.
The information outlined in the report is designed to inform local policy development, as well as
curriculum strategies of local institutions. Organisations are encouraged to use the data provided to
plan recruitment and training strategies, whilst educational practitioners may ﬁnd the data useful in
advising young people in their career plans.
To make the LMI Report as useful and easy to digest as possible, we have created an interactive
online resource which highlights key information. In this User Guide you will ﬁnd information on
how to use the online resource from a practical perspective, as well as ideas on how to apply the
information it contains.

Using the Interactive LMI Report:
Practical Guidance
To access the online version of the LMI Report, visit:
https://futuregoals.shorthandstories.com/lmireport/
After the Introduction, the report is broken down into ﬁve key sections: Our Region, Skills, Job Postings,
Employment Routes, and The Future. You can jump straight to any of these sections using the
navigation bar at the top of the page. Alternatively, you can scroll through the whole report in order.
Throughout the resource, you will ﬁnd videos and infographics highlighting key information, as well
as graphs displaying important statistics. Simply scroll down the page to activate the various
interactive elements.

Graphs

Downloadable Resource Packs
Throughout the interactive resource, you will see the option to
download resource packs relating to key topics. These resource
packs cover: Our Region, Skills, Job Postings, Work Experience
& Work Inspiration (within Employment Routes), and
The Future.
Each resource pack contains a customisable presentation
template as well as several posters showing key facts and
ﬁgures which can be displayed in classrooms or ofﬁces.

Customisable Presentations
Each presentation has been created in an editable PowerPoint
format. They include graphics lifted from the LMI Report
interactive resource to present key information about the
region in an attractive and engaging manner.
Some slides require user customisation. For example, there
may be space to include information about local job or skills
development opportunities. All presentations include detailed
instructions in the ‘notes’ section to guide users on where to
provide their own information.

Using the Interactive LMI Report:
Applications
The interactive resource can be used in a variety of ways depending on your role.

I Work in Education
Teachers / careers advisors / other educators are likely to use information from the LMI Report to
advise students on in-demand skills and roles. The report highlights key areas of growth in the region,
as well as baseline and specialised skills required across the job market. Passing this information to
students empowers them to make informed decisions about their futures.
Information from the LMI Report could be communicated to students by:
• Playing the short, informative videos from the interactive resource in lessons or form time.
• Using the downloadable presentations to highlight key information and signpost
towards local opportunities.
• Presenting the interactive LMI Report itself on a section-by-section basis.
It is recommended that guidance does not end with simply presenting the information highlighted in
the LMI Report. You can support students to use what they have learned to:
•
•
•
•

Rate themselves on the baseline skills they already possess.
Plan how they will develop in-demand skills.
Research speciﬁc jobs within key growth areas.
Plan possible routes to employment in areas of interest (e.g., by researching local university
courses or apprenticeship opportunities).

Resources to support these activities can be found on the FutureGoals website.

Using the Interactive LMI Report:
Applications (Continued)
I Work in Industry
The information presented in the LMI Report can also be used by organisations to inform training and
recruitment strategies. Each section within the interactive report provides information on different
aspects of the local labour landscape and can be used by organisations in various ways depending
on their needs.

Our Region:
• Provides general information such as local
employment rates and gender pay gaps.
• This may inform overall business strategy
moving forwards.
Skills:
• Outlines skills in high demand in the region, as
well as highlighting skills deﬁcits and gaps.
• Can be useful in planning employee training
schemes, for example.
Employment Routes:
• Highlights trends in apprenticeships and higher
education as well as information on work experience.
• May inform advertising and recruitment strategies.

The Future:
• Provides predictions for future areas of growth and
decline, as well as areas at highest risk of automation.
• Can be useful in planning resource allocation and
recruitment strategy.

Industry Case Studies
Here’s how some of the organisations in West Yorkshire are using information
from the LMI Report to plan for the future.

Staff at Covéa Insurance, Halifax use information from annual LMI
reports to address skills shortages within their own workforce as well
as the wider community.
The LMI report provides key information on skills which are
in-demand in West Yorkshire, including key gaps and shortages. For
example, digital skills have been highlighted in previous reports as key areas for development. Covéa
has acted on this information with various initiatives such as Coding Club, an eight-week program to
help members of staff to build their digital skillset. Acting on labour market information ensures that
the workforce is continually developing in line with future trends and is protected against the risks of
automation.
Covéa also looks to the future in terms of recruitment and skills development amongst young people
in the community. Their sophisticated apprenticeship schemes are designed with labour market
information in mind to provide learners with skills and knowledge which is in line with long-term
predictions of future demand.
Linked to this, Covéa uses key information from the LMI report in addition to their own ‘Horizon
Scanning’ research to provide local careers leads with strategic advice around labour market
predictions. This informs the information and advice careers leads provide to senior leadership teams
and students, with the aim of increasing employability in younger generations.
These are just some of the ways organisations can apply labour market information to their strategies
and procedures.

Industry Case Studies
Here’s how some of the organisations in West Yorkshire are using information
from the LMI Report to plan for the future.

Information from the LMI report has been invaluable to staff at
Daletech Electronics Ltd, Pudsey, as it allows them to look forward
and future-proof their organisation.
The LMI report highlights future trends in the labour market and has
recently emphasised the effects of digitisation in the region. To
many, the rising use of technology in organisations may seem like a threat to employment rates. To
Daletech, it was an opportunity to reflect on their recruitment strategies and how they could adapt to
labour market trends.
Having used the LMI report to understand how digitisation trends may affect their organisation, staff
at Daletech realised that they would need to adopt a more ‘digital first’ approach to their day-to-day
operations. They also understood that a simple way of implementing this strategy was to hire more
young people through graduate schemes and apprenticeships, who could more easily adapt to new
software and approaches, to support members of staff who had used the same procedures for years.
Tracey Dawson, Managing Director at Daletech Electronics, stresses the importance of focusing on
recruitment strategies when it comes to future-proofing an organisation. “We quickly realised that
we needed to make our company an attractive option for individuals who were able to support us in
transforming and embracing a more digital approach,” she said. “This has changed how we operate
and the types of people we attract, helping us to prepare for the challenges of the future.”

LMI Terms Explained:
A Handy Glossary
Here we have provided deﬁnitions for key terms used throughout the LMI Report.
You can also ﬁnd links to these deﬁnitions within the interactive report itself.

Automation

The application of technology, programmes, robotics
or processes to achieve outcomes with minimal
human input.

Combined authority

Local government entities set up by two or more
neighbouring councils.

Deﬁcit

A lack or shortage. Also a disadvantage, impairment,
or handicap.

Deprivation

The state of being kept from possessing, enjoying, or
using something.

FSM

Acronym for ‘Free School Meals’.

Indices / Indexes

Assets which are grouped together; either representing
a speciﬁc sector or a whole market.

Local Education
Authority

The local councils in England and Wales that are
responsible for education within their jurisdiction.

Location quotient

A way of quantifying how concentrated a particular
industry, occupation, or demographic group is in a
region as compared to the nation.

LMI Terms Explained:
A Handy Glossary (Continued)
Northern Powerhouse

The government’s vision for a super-connected,
globally competitive northern economy.

Primary sector

Covers areas which exploit natural resources. For
example agriculture, ﬁshing, forestry, mining, and
supply of utilities.

Productivity

Describes various measures of the efﬁciency of
production.

Proﬁcient

Well-advanced or competent in a speciﬁc ﬁeld.

Public sector

Governments and all publicly controlled or publicly
funded agencies, enterprises, and other entities that
deliver public programmes, goods or services.

Replacement demands

Job openings arising from retirements, net
migration, movement into other occupations
and in-service mortality.

Structural joblessness

Unemployment caused by a mismatch between jobs
and skills, or other long-term changes in the economy.

Underutilisation

The state of not being used enough or to full potential.

